
Martha - The tie dye butterflies look fantastic! Thank you for sending another joke for our newsletter 

this week!   

Sophie - I can see that you have been very busy again this week! Your marshmallow tower looks like 

a really fun science and technology experiment! Your finished den looks amazing and reminds me of 

when I used to build dens in the woods as a child! Your writing activities have shown me that your 

writing is continuing to develop—keep up the hard work! I’m also looking forward to seeing the next 

part of your duck diary!  

Hugo- You have been very busy again! I love your idea of the mystery challenge jar to keep things 

exciting and different! Well done for doing lots of reading and I hope you enjoy the Ottoline book! Your 

code breaking powerpoint is fantastic and a great way to show your computing skills! It’s good to hear 

that you are doing science experiments and also doing some cooking! And what a brilliant score on hit 

the button! Well done - I can’t fully remember, but I think that might have beaten the score we were 

trying to beat in the classroom?   

Charlie - What a brilliant presentation all about Pandas - it was very informative!   

Cora  - How exciting to have newts in your pond! I’ve never held a newt myself but I was going to get 

some a few years ago! Your drawing was fantastic.  

James K - Thank you for the brilliant presentation all about France! It was very informative and 

showed off your fantastic powerpoint skills that you have developed.  

Evie D - As usual you have been very busy this week too! You have been researching facts, drawing 

lovely pictures and writing character descriptions. You have also been continuing to measure the plants 

you are growing outside! Again you have been doing some great cooking activities - I do love             

meringues! Your writing looks amazing! Keep going!  

Duncan - You have been very busy doing so many activities I couldn't possibly list them all! But it ’s 

great to hear that you have been able to do some practical activities, such as decorating your room and 

helping to build a bbq! You have been writing letters and working out how taps work - very interesting 

I’m sure! It’s great that you have been able to do so much outdoor learning! Keep going!  

James F - You have also been busy again! Making scones sounds like good fun! I like the sound of the 

30 day lego challenge! You have also clearly begun thinking about our new topic! Keep up the fantastic 

work!  

Hello to our Wonderful Year 2s 

I hope you are all well! I have had lots of brilliant emails from you this week! It has been fantastic to hear 

all about everything you have been getting up to!   

 

Some of what has been sent to me has been included in this weeks newsletter! 

Mr Harley, Mrs Smith and the other adults from the Year 2 team! 

Remember!  

Keep emailing in - We do love hearing eve-

rything you have been doing whether its 

work or just fun things! 

Housepoints and star awards will be given! 

Joke of the week! From Martha! 

"What do you call a cushion that barks? 

 A Woofy cushion!"  


